organizations. Holmes sent a memo to all student organization heads Feb. 16 that requires all student groups to get expenditures approved by faculty advisors.
About eight student leaders organized a meeting with Holmes Friday afternoon to discuss their concerns. Among these concerns was the lack of availability on a day-to-day basis of some faculty advisers for the approval of expenses.
Price is clearly a consideration as well as the outlook of each company's future and the technology they can provide. IBM has the most interest in the campus' proposal, he said.
Another concern yet to be answered is the cost. Brown said there is not a tlrm price from fBM dealers yet, although they have received one from Apple. He was unable to disclose this infGrmation because they are still in the midst of negotiations. When the price is determined it will be incorporated into incoming freshmen's overall t~ition.
Senior Connie Marks, the editor of The Howler, said, "We're happy with our faculty adviser, and he devotes to us as much time as he wants to. but dealing with a budget the size of ours, we can't look to him every time that we make an expenditure."
Dueling Banjos
The price of the actual computer is not the only expense this proposal entails. According to Brown, 17 computer specialists will be hired for various buildings, the campus will have to be wired, help-desks will be needed, loaner pools will have to be available in case a student's computer needs to be fixed, computers will have to be traded in every two years, faculty will have to be supplied as well and faculty and students will have to be trained.
"We know it's going to be expensive," Brown said.
The Babcock Graduat~ School of Management has had a system simil<Jr to this proposal for about two and a half years.
They developed the Strategic Initiative Knowledge Navigation, making students very proficient in the usage of Apple's PowerBooks. ··we were able to justify the fact that computers have become very important in business management." said Associate Dean James Ptaszynski.
These PowerBooks added an additional See Computers, Page 5
The regulation originated from a memo sent to faculty members by Controller Tom Gilsenan in December that required them to get signed approval from department heads or another superior for all expenditures. Holmes said he and Gilscnan then decided the regulation should be universal to all groups on campus, including student Other students were also concerned about the possible effects this regulation could have on the autonomy of See Spending, Page 5
Dean William Hamilton performs bluegrass music on his banjo at Shorty's Coffee House Tuesday night. A team of doctors at Baptist Hospital Medical Center was able to rebuild and strengthen. Hearn's valve, rather than replace it.
Doctors performed echocardiogram studies afterward to be sure the valve was functioning properly. "It looked beautiful," said Dr. Neal Kon, the lead surgeon and an associate professor of surgical science (cardiothoracic).
As is routine after open-heart surgery, Hearn has been moved to intensive care, where his condition is officially listed as serious, Kon said. He will be moved to a regular hospital room as soon as his recovery permits.
Hearn's heart problem was diagnosed about two weeks ago during a routine physical ex:am, before any damage had been done to the heart. The mitral valve had been prolapsing, or ballooning out in the opposite direction, causing some blood to go backwards toward the lung as his heart pumped. If the valve had not been repaired, permanent damage to the heart would have resulted.
Hearn is expected to resume his job duties full-time in April after a period of general rehabilitation. He hopes to gradually resume some duties before then, although doctors have advised him not to make any firm appointments until April I. In his absence, the vice presidents wil1 be working together more and asserting their individual areas. more strongly than when the preseident is present, according to Samuel Gladding, the assistant to the president.
Pepsi Cola fails to create jobs, university must pay BY BRUCE R. MARSH CONTRIDUriNG RU 1 0RTER
When Pepsi Cola decided to locate its consumer service division in the former RJR World Headquarters, now called the University Corporate Center, university and city officials held high expectations for the economic benefits that would result. A year later opinions have been revised.
The university lured the beverage giant to Winston-Salem with help from the city and Forsyth County through a one million dollar economic incentive grant. The Pepsi Cola Company in tum promised to provide 1,000 jobs for the region's economy. Two years later, Pepsi has only added 200 employees at the Corporate Center and has no plans to reach the promised I ,000. Because the terms in the contract call for repayment if the jobs are not created, the university will have to reimburse the county and city, which has already given the school $700,000 of the $1 million.
Although Pepsi promised to provide the I ,000 jobs, the university must abide by the termsofthecontract. AccordingtoJohnAnderson, the vice president for finance and planning, the university will honor the contract made between the school and the two economic development agencies involved in the deal. Winston-Salem Business, Inc. and the Forsyth County Development Corp.
University officials approached the city in February of I 993 to ask for its financial assistance in efforts to attract Pepsi to WinstonSalem. City officials approved a plan to provide $500,000 to the school with Forsyth County providing the matching funds. Officials authorized WSBI and the Forsyth County Development Corp. to dispense the grant to the university. Both of these agencies have played major roles in the city's economic development projects.
The State Department of Commerce first contacted Anderson about the possibility of relocating Pepsi to Winston-Salem. Anderson then negotiated with the company over the terms of moving Pepsi into the Corporate Center. Pepsi promised to create a total of 500 permanent jobs by Feb, I, 1995and l,OOOjobs by Feb. I, 1996 . Along with the job creation Pepsi agreed to provide a minimum of $20 million in investments on items such as computers and telephone equipment, money that would benefit the local economy.
The money allocated in the grant was used to relocate ihe Corporate C~nter' s former tenant. Eduserv. to the Rcynolda Business
Center. The school spent a total of $3.9 million on the project and provided Eduserv $500.000 for its move. According to Anderson, the money from the economic development initiative was part of the package for the university's real estate interests and is being used to defray expenses involved with Eduscrv's move and to pay for renovations tu buth the Corporate Center and University works toward teleconference capability BY ANDY SISK ··some of the physics graduate students have already gone over to Bowman Gray," Shields said. ''They've received course credit for courses offered by N.C. State. It will be nice to have such a facility on thiseampus. It certainly has great potential in expanding the course offerings for the students here on campus."
Former Kellogg executive named dean of MBA school OLD GoLD AND BLACK Rr::PORIER While debate rages over the Program Planning Committee's recommendation for standardized computer ownership by students, another technology need is gaining attention.
According to Buck Bayliff, the director of communication services. the university must have a teleconferencing system in order to participate in the Information Superhighway.
A teleconference is a conference of individuals in different locations. With the new video camera capacity expected to be included as part of the renovation of DeTamble Auditorium this summer, teleconferences could play a major role in students' educational experience.
The Hawthorne campus already has the necessary equipment to hold teleconferences. Howard Shields, a professor of physics and the chairman of the department, said some physics graduate students have made use of the campus' technology, Bayliff said the university's recent teleconference, last week" s lecture by Sydney Schanberg via satellite from New York, was not difficult to set up because most of the technical aspects were handled by the studio in New York. He also said the new center in DeTamble would be more sophisticated.
"Right now, we're sort of doing it in an elementary way," he said. "All our (present) capability here is limited. We get their image. but they're not getting us. The future plans are that we will have a two way teleconferencing system."
Bayli!Tsaid the campus will have See Technology, Page 5
• Mardi Gras festival held
Food and music will be served up New Orleans style Tuesday in Poteat Lounge in honor of Mardi Gras. The celebration, which includes traditional holiday cuisine, will take place from 6 to 8 p.m. and tickets are $2.
• Rotary funds avail~le _, , . . . . . . . '•.
'>2
Applications ar~ now ~vaili@le for the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarship, Yf.Nch is designed to "fm;ther intemationfll understllfiding and friendly relations among peopleof diff~ent countries."
Applicants should plan for one year's study in an9ther country and should hay~ completed a least two years of university coursewprk when the scholarship begins July I, 1996. St%!¢.nts are ineligible if they, their . parents, or theif . grandparents are Rotarians. Call Susan Faust a\ Ext. 5891 for addi-. tiona! infonnation.
• Chi Omega to donate funds 'Just before the Virginia game on Sunday, Chi Omega sorority will present the university with a check thatrepresen~the proceeds from their "Honor Your Scholar" fundraiser. This money, which will benef,it the Biian Piccolo Cancer fund, is the largest -donation made by any, camp,us Greek women's group.
. . .
• Latin films to be shown for fest
The department of Romance languages is sponsoring a Spanish and Latin-American Film Festival Feb. 22-April 26. The second film, Como Aqua Para Chocolate(Like Water for Chocolate) will be . shown Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Tribble A3.
Aw~ting app~oval. from ~wat~, the P~ysical cil will meetfor the first time after sppng'~re~ .. ; Planm~g Comnuttee IS constdenng IDOVI~g !he "We also learned from doo~ to qoor ~hl!t ee~p1~· check-m desk c;mt to the ~otunda.ar~a. restncting want more campus-wide parties that arj! op~n,'~o access to one fltght of staus, making the other for everybody. We are thinking abOut a battle ot ttre• · emergencies only, and creating, in essence, an-· bandskindofideathatwouldbringtogethdriocaf other workout area.
or Wake Forest bands: That'is all being'loolCed Vrana said the existing rooms would be aug-into," Schippers said.
· " · ·· -'·• · .·:''· During the lecture, Schanberg compared the restric-causedthelossoftheVietnamWarbeeauseoftheir'·a'iiii:
Taking advantage of new technology, Pulitzer Prize winningjoumalist Sydney Schanberg lectured students in Pugh Auditorium Thursday night from New York City.
Schanberg' s lecture was shown directly after the movie The Killing Fields, which was based on his experiences as a reporter in Vietnam. Speaking via satellite, Schanberg lectured foran hour on the subjectsofjoumalismand war .
Wayne King, an instructor of journalism, said he chose Schanberg to lecture for several reasons. Schanberg's connection to the film and the correlation of the subject of the film to the Vietnam symposium currently being held at the Z. Smith Reynolds Library was one reason. King said Schanberg was also chosen to show students that the events shown.1.'n:the ·movie· were not fictional, but ·rather · based 011 :tbe. experiences· of an actual ·journalist. "Real jeumali~do this," King said.
The satellite relay form of lecture was mainly because Schanberg will not leave Manhattan to give lectures, King said. Therefore, the video relay system was an ideal way to receive Schanberg's lecture. "The point is getting the person you want if they don't want to come down here," tions placed on journalists during the Gulf War to the war" prejudices. Schanberg said the defeat and loss of nearly restriction-free reporting during the Vietnam War. public opinion were caused by the loss of so inany_sol-.. Schanberg said the Gulf War was just what Washington diers: He said, "No President was big enough to say, officials had been waiting for-a "brief, clean, neat war" 'Look, we're.coming home.'" to replace the public's memories of Vietnam.
Military officials have said it is likely the same 'restrlcDuring the Gulf War, the numbers of reporters allowed tions imposed during the GulfWarwill be imposeddilrihg'' to go to the Middle' East was nearly unlimited, but few future wars.
· · · • ., · ·~ ' · ·; '': journalists were allowed to go to the front lines. "Most During the Gulf War, the public shi:Jwed no· conceljr '
reporting was done by pools, and they would be taken about the fact that the press was being placed under ~ch where the military chose," Schanberg said. strict government control. Mo_st news organizatiori~'p{e:: · Pentagon officials chose the sites and the soldiers who tended the restrictions did not exist, and few joitrlifllists~' would accompany the journalists to the chosen sites. wrote about them. Schanberg said, "The. press haS aflowea· :
Many reports written by pool members were held by · . itself to be defamed." A la~suit wa8· filed agah1st',ili~ : military officials for 36 to 48 hou_rs, un_ til they were no _ militarybX sey~tal_journali!its~,incJudi'!g.~c~~b~rd, b:ur· ·tongeqiel.'tineFJ.t;h~·said. . .. ,,,.,,., .,. · ·. ··· ,,.,.,.,,-, ,. · :-,, .. :·.1··: ·there wete'no·'defluiUV~~poam., -·· 10 ~~s,iJ!'b.c;::t -These regalations were imposed, accoi'ding to military . · : . ScharibCrg said'tlfe'j:i{f~m\i~uf>1f6-'.s 1 rWct'ioil iS till?';
.officials, becausenationalseGuritywasatstake. Schanberg · war as shown to them by'uierprfl:~'Wh-pO~l:fii9(oPiW~' said, "The White House had decided that the press wasn't . much of foreign policy. Schanberg cited' the· ptiblit:""~ ·• going to get a fro~t seat, and therefore the p~blic wouldn't outraged reaction to .the picture of a soldier bei'!g d~tgi!f! · · get a front seat etther." · away by enemy soldiers as a large part of the reason for the According to Schanberg, military officials placed re-American withdrawal from Somalia. tials if they violated the conditions imposed. "At least 2Q. "I Wnk the prbss.has caved i~t Sf~r_g $i.l;\.fl~-ll.l~'...
reporters were arrested in this fashion," Shanberg said.. said the public should be informed about wars before
The Department of Anthropology is a,cceptipg. ·.: · . Thelecture·~'costsroughlythesameasbringingtheguy applications for its annual archaeology field scho'oi' . ~-dOWil;.h~re/ligi_rig srud. He also added that the price will in the Bahamas May 29 to June 23. This anthrp~}~'-. ;··probably godoW.n asl!fe procedureofusinga video lecture During the Vietnam War, according to Schanberg, th~re allowing the country to become involved in them. were virtually_ no restrictions on the press. Travel was not · Junior ~ura FiQrini atteqded.the lecture; ShO;!rlg. ~·1 ·• restricted at all, and the only cen~orship was the token thought it was really 'interesting to have his oView.,on:wfn:J censorship applied by the foreign officials.
and to get his perspective." ogy course is taught by Mary Jane Benn'a.n, ·an>· :. .. · , ... ·. · · assist~nt ,prof!!SSOr of anthrgpology, and ~erry~ • .cav1pus phot~grapher named Lee Runion, a member· of. the Bowman Gray Department of Biomedical Communications photography staff, has been appointed university photographer.
'
. As a result, senior.Tarnetta Jones now Reality" dramatic performance wasschedchairsacomrnitteecailed the Community uled at 11 a.m. in the Pit. A Saxophone Development TaskForce. Junior Garrick Ensemble also is performing at 11 in the Isert, a student on the committee, said, Tribble Hall Lobby. Following the en-"The goal of Arts Day is to unify the semble, Kevin Muse is slated to play the Wake Forest-community while sirnulta-guitar in the lobby. ~;IJeOusiycelebrating the 'arts."
Dean Hamilton is playing his banjo in · Arts Day is one of three events planned the Benson Food Court at noon. Tribble by the Task Force. The committee has Lobby is hosting a 15 minute Recorder also scheduled Community Plunge Day Ensemble at 1:15 p.m. and a 15 minute for April, with the intent of involving the clarinet recital at 2:45 p.m. entire campus in a community service
The Piano Players are playing in the project in Winston-Salem. Next fall there Benson· Rotunda from 1:30 to 3 p.m. and will be a Field Day.
the University Dance Company will perSophomoreBeverlyHuffstetler,amem-form there.at 5 p.m.
ber of the task force, said, "Wake ·Forest Plaidypys, a student band, will play in is such a small campus and students don't the Coffeehouse at 5:30 p.m. Daddy Cattake advantage to interact and learn di-fish, another student band, will perform reedy from the faculty." . there at 7 p.m. The Task Force hopes Arts Day will
The Gospel Choir will sing in the Pit at incorporate art into the students' daily 5:15 p.m. The Contemporary Men's A life.
Cappella Group will also sing at dinner. . Following the ,$ecrest Artists Series There will be wine tasting from 6 to 7:30 performance there will be a reception in p.m. in Calloway 223. the Green Room in Reynolda Hall. PerStudent Union will show the film formers from the current play "Top Girls" Barcelona at 8 p.m. in Pugh Auditorium, and the Handel and Haydn Society will theHandelandHaydnSocietyperfomance attend the reception and interact with the begins at 8 p.m. in Wait Chapel and "Top students:
Girls" will be on ttie Mainstage theater of There is also be a photography exhibit Scales Fine Arts Center. ondisplayoutsideofBenson401 throughArts Day will close with a reception in out the day. "In Search -of a Corner" the Green Room of Reynolda hall and a performers are making random perfor-Printmakers'displayintheMagnoliaRoom mances all over campus. from 9:30 to 11 p.m. Other events include an art exhibit in This is the first year for the campus to · Scales Fine Arts Center, Graffiti Walls have an Arts Day, but the organizers hope outside-the post office and Tribble Hall for extensive campus-wide participation and a display of student sculpture, paint-throughout the entire day.
Come to Wake.' .
• and b~ing r~ur,,.wal.l~s~.
A member of the Harbinger Corps condocts a tour for prospectiv~·"
students and their parents. . . . . . · , ... ', ',· .
• • • ' -.:.
. .
Alumnus, lifetirlle: . . triistee:,:s: ' 'Wer¢co~zedtheopportunit}itotake goill is to craft strategies for reclaiming of environment in wllicli'Amos's "chit-ers." · ... !q<:l §·~n ,~d see that they had the same society's stability, through public aware-dren" were raised.
COFFEE was founded by Cook three cliari~ that our children' would have," ness, public action and publjc policy. In
The 1994-95 ''Lead~rship Speakers Se-years ago. This year's committee, comAnitis sirlo: . ' piuticular, one of the institute's current ries" willcontinue throUgh April; address-.prised of nine students, has. established a What _began with ~nly a few boys be-studies is aimed at bringing the college ing such topics as the arts, media; politics, link between faculty and students in the caine an lncredibll'i' venture in outreach. atmosphere to public housing. . law and athletics.
. . . . foimofalecturepo<>l.ResidenceAdvisers ~qs'-jirl~ the' Same policy that allowed "We plan to implemen:dhe pro grain in Scheduled speakers in the series inClude may use the lecture topics offered by factheir &on's' friends to· become partof the two test neighborhoods in Washington, John G. Medlin Jr., theC.E.O. ofWachovia ulty members at any time as activities for fa.~ily. e~ttmded to those individuals' . o:c.," Amos explirlned. ''the 'i(;Iea is to CorporationandthechairmanoftheBoard residents.
. ;
fii_ehds. 1:Jie · re!iult was ex;ponential ex-bring a sense of commUnity and neighbor-of Trustees; Peter Perret, the music direc-"We want to connect students with the tende4 f!Pllily growth. hood back to public hou.sing." ·tor and conductor of the Winston-Salem faculty,"fteshmanSarahHovis,thegroup's ~'fo!y kid, cou~d brfng in any other kid, at ''We're going to base the entire project Symphony; Yolanda Carter, a production secretary, said. "Our faculty surveys have any time, for any reason," Amos said.
on the resources and. ~e.community that supervisor for Black Entertainment Tele-provided RA' s with a seminar source for For nearly two yea)'s, twenty-five teens exists on college campuses," he said.
vision; and others. students."
' .
: The theme of the event is "Do the Safe Thing." ''This is a generic safety message on safe behavior. · There is always a safe way to do something if you just stop and think about it,.but we all know that spring break is a time when you don't ~nk things tbrougb," said Campus Police Prevention Specialist Don~ Horoskosaid.Thecenterpieceq~thepro~ will be an outdoor safety fair Tuesday from 1 p.m. to S p.m.
on the Magnolia Court. The fair will-feature safety booths as well as frt£food and o~~rriteo;ts.
;,• Community grou~··expected to operate booths include the Winston-Salem Alcoholic Beverage Commission, which will 'ilisplay an aloohol still; Engine Eight, the flre rescueri'eam, 'which 1wiJ1 operate a fire safety booth and thdJN,orth Carolina state highway patrol, which will dis'ftlay several Hatley-Davidson motorcycles.
' 1 ·
• ·
Other booths will inelude a bicycle safety booth· with bicycle lock displays and a health educator and· peer health educator OOOth. Pizza Hut and ARA food services will give out 'free food Tuesday afternoon.
Students attending the fair will also be able to pick up Safe Break Survival Kits, which contain iteiils sucb as buttons, sport bottles and sunscreen.
Several of the campus groups will also participate in an indoor safety fair Wednesday in the Benson University Center Food Court. This fair will also provide safety information and demonstrations, Q."r~k.Caucus questiOns gender, racial separations in organizations
Griggs were the student co-chairmen who each other's culture," Wallach said. "The Interfraternity Council, took part as the mo(l-. ceptions by faculty and Greek students,ab9Ut _
• GREEK LIFE REPoR-mt organized the event. black sororities are much more into service. erator in the session focusing on -Greek-fac-·each other. · -· "We had eleven people on our committee _ The idea of having another, pseudo-caucus, ulty relations.
"It was really more of a disagreement on T.he~ -10th an~ual Greek Caucus featured and three of them were in charge of getting· where the black groups can explain the mean-"The faculty expressed their discontent at principles than anything else," Young said.
dis<;us §i~~ofthedivisionofGreekorganiza-donations during the lunch and the others ing of some of the things they do so we can the lack of educational programs by Greek YoungandjuniorEmilyGraham,thepresitions along racial lines and the competitive-were assigned to organize otte of the ses-build some more bridges between the various organizations," Young said. ''They suggested dent of the Panhellenic Council, spoke to all n~ ~~t exists l>etween campus sororities.
sions," Wallach said. groups ... everyone thought it was a good idea that a way to bridge the gap between Greeks of the participants .about the need for cohe-. J',lle c~ucps began Saturday morning with
The sessions were organized into two rounds but we do not have a definite dateJor it yet." and the faculty would be to try and heighten siveness between Greek groups and the pOsian~ ad<!fe:;s. by . this year's keynote speaker, of 50 minutes each with a moderator and
The second round brought the realization cultural awareness through faculty-run semi-tive aspects of the Greek system which at-• Bafb.TQOtJ~. the assistant t9 the president of panel. Because of the organization students that competitiveness between the sororities nars." ready exist ' Omo State, University, and lasted through were able to take part in only two of the eight · must be toned down.
Students at the session were willing to take Young said, ''I tried to give a positive aplunclitjin~: The subject of Tootle's speech available sessions.
Wallach. said, "The feeling of unity be-part in those seminars but wanted to make pearance to everyone that there can be more w~. Cr~':ity and ~e C:b~enge of Change.
'Yallach was part of the panel in the session tween us is not as strong as it could be .. We sure that the social focus of Greek organiza-_ coh~s~ven~ss betwe_en ev~o~~ ~! ~l . . planes like the two that crashed at the end oflast year. . ''Wh.at ~·redealing with is Pllfan:teters b,ere. We'rieed . He' presented statistics that .show even taking the two to think' aooilt 'the•ilumbers of people being affected," . . recent crashes into consideration, the probability of death · Orsagh said. He said the f~e<~ors considered iil making while flying is considerably lower than the risk of death such a d~ision include the number affected, the nature of -while driving, which. is often the only other mode of the"e~r, ~e probabilities of specifiC' 'effects and the transportation available in areas served by commuter ' quality·Qf the pers~ns involved. · · ·flights. Of government bureaucracies like the FDA and the He _then;·nimed his attention to a broader issue,· the FAA, Orsagh said, "They deal with visible deaths and arg11mentS for iind·agai)lst capital punishment: Orsagh' forget inVisible ones .... Why can't they just provide said !fi~ie are two detemmt effects of any criminal punish" 'inforination and let jou make the choice?" meilt:the ~~ific deterrent to the criminal and the general · "Don \put the. decision in the hands of someone whose deterrent to otherpeoi)le who ~ay commit a similar crime. welfare runs contrary to yours," he said.
. • Violence increases in Algeria PARIS-A growirlg rlumber,-\;>f attacks in the < lpital of Algeria and a series 8f brutal slayings have made an increasing number of people fear-, ul that a showdown may be developing between ll;e Algerians and Islamic militants in Algeria.
1\ senior Algerian Army officer was shot to '~;•.th Sunday in an Algiers suburb. He is the ·, :~hest-ranking official to be killed by militants smce an Islamic revolt three years ago.
The colonel killed was a ranking intelligence nfficer responsible for issuing reports to the public and news agencies. He had been under surveil-! ance for three days, according to associates.
Islamic militants have also blown up three vital 'ridges in the area surrounding Algiers and have ;lied at least II well-known figures in the civil ' :'.!irs and arts within the past week.
~Advertising censored in Russia MOSCOW-Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin banned all advertisements for tobacco and alcohol products in what many public health officials called a long-overdue attempt to curtail the rising alcohol and tobacco-related deaths and illnesses in Russia.
The ban was to have begun as soon as notice of it was printed in the official press, possibly as early as Wednesday. There is also a moratorium on ads for services such as faith healers and unlicensed doctors, whose popularity is growing.
If the newspapers, radio, televisions and maga-7.int:s fcril to comply with the regulations, they will be forced to turn any revenue over to the Health Ministry to be used for public education programs.
Sig Ep initiation time to grow
The university chapter of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity agreed to take part in the Balanced Man program that their national headquarters designed to increase the ad vantages of membership and awareness of its responsibilities. . "It goes away from the usual ~ight week pledge process and turns it into a continual learning process which lasts. until you are a senior," said senior John Cimaroli.
.. The university chapter was first introduced to the program by the fraternity's regional director, Jin;t Lowry, before the semester began. Af-. ter a review of the program the members voted to begin implementing it this semester. Activities relating to the program will begin soon after the official starting date of Feb. 24.
The program is already being implemented by other chapters of the fraternity at universities ilround the country. Yci!rS eachmemberis assiglleda brother ment9r who is responsible for guiding the younger brother through a particu-. Jar stage. · .
. · . "At the same time the mentor will be able to develop. and utiliZe tlie s!dlls which he bas learned during the previous years," said Ken Zick, the vice presiclent for st1,1dent life and instructional resources.
. "Each stage has a goal,',' Cimaroli said. '.'There is no longer such a differentiation between pledges and brothers because we are a11 constantly learning something."
One of the program's policies decreestheabolitionofthetenn "pledges" · .
a t o d i D J i dt n t e t i d f y t o m t e h m e b e f : r a r t s e w r n h i . o t y h . ~'Thvejeuyst
• ·-, , journal in which he will chrorucle his· Item5 worth nearly $2;odo were taken ~Oin a involvement in the fraternity and his residence in StudentApartments·Feb.'14'bereflections on it.
. twt;en 9:30 P:in·. and U:ts·p;ni·. ·Takeri;~W:~i:e a 
GET AHEAD·fN THE JOB MARKET! . GET THE MOST.EXPOSURE FOR YOUR RESUME NMl Hi:M£0 ~· ~::
• J' ) . ready have the internal bureaucracy in place to handle their own expenses, such as a treasurer or business manager, and she does not believe that this authority should be taken away from the students. -"(This rule) takes away all sorts of autonomy from the student organizations," she said. Marks agreed, saying that this policy takes away both responsibility and culpability from the students .
Many students did no~ understand
Computers
From Page 1
the need for such a regulation, since all student organizations are required to go before the Student Budget Advisory Committee each fall and justify their expense requests . "We already have to go before the SBAC every fall," said Leaman. "If we already have prior approval, we should be able to spend that money when we need to."
Students also objected to the fact that the regulation was passed down effective immediately with no prior warning or student input.
According to Holmes, senior Steve Bumgarner, the Student Government president, was informed about the policy when it was first applied to all faculty members in December.
Bumgarner said he was aware of possible changes forthcoming, but not to the extent of what was proposed.
AfterthemeetingFriday afternoon, during which the students expressed these concerns, Holmes said he be-this proposed policy outlined to Ken gan speaking with Gilsenan and other Zick, the vice president for student administrators about possible alter-life and instruction resources, at the natives.
beginning of the week. He said he is close to reaching an Studentsbelievethissystemwould agreement acceptable to all. be parallel to the one that operates "Since I heard from the students on within other university bodies, such Friday, I'm close in my own mind to as individual departments, and it will some other possibilities," he said. provide an adequate check on the "What'shappeningiswe'restilltalk-person who controls the organizaing about the policy and exploring tion funds. some other ways of accomplishing
The student leaders said they are what we need to accomplish." satisfied with the conununication Students leaders said they would with Holmes and Zick since the like to see a revision of the policy so policy was first proposed, and they organizations with their own hierar-believe that a solution will be abies for dealing with expenses can reached. continue to utilize this system. The "(The administrators) understand only revision to this would require our points, and I think it will be treasurers or business managers to resolved," Bumgarner said. "We've get approval from a faculty advisor beeneffectiveinthewaywehandled for their own expenditures.
it." Bumgarner and junior Brian -The policy is still in limbo, as an Uzwiak, the editor in chief of Old official solution has yet to be deGold and Black, sent a memo with cided upon.
without the e-mail system, he said.
be in charge of this process. Pta5zynski also said this system has attracted good students to their MBA program. There)s no business school anywhere that has a computer system as capable as ours, he said.
The reai question, Hoglund said, is about the advisability and necessity of having every student with a stawJard leflSed.Fomputer.
According to Ptaszynski, this increase was cutting it close. The school ran into a major problem when it re~lized it had initially underestimated the amount of memory that was needed for the students, he said. "Deciding which cpmputer at what pdce is real difficult," Ptaszynski says .
These may be some of the incentives for the undergraduate school to implement a similar system.
"Everyone realizes that over the next five to 10 years, all major universities will need to do this," Brown said. "The question lies in when does the university do it and how," he said.
He woufe pre~r ~o s~e a new course, he said, geared to~¥d teaching ~tudents how to use computers. .,v -"I don't think students have been well informed as to what'~ out there," Hoglund said. He said he is in favor of. anything that would enhance student's and faculty/,s knowledge and use of computers.
AccordiJ,l~. to Hoglund, there are many programs that n~n be applied in the classroom that would provide an advantage in learning. But he is not sure if this could be achieved by requiring all students and faculty to have the same computer with little formal training.
According to Brown there are a few other bugs in the MBA computer system. Brown says there have been incidents of stolen IDs and profane messages on the e-mail, not all professors are yet using the computers in their classroom procedtires, 'and :~e system is Apple !;lased while a majority of businesses are IDM basedi Overall though, the students and faculty gener-. ally say they do not know how they would operate "We are thinking that if we are one of the first, we will be able to get price concessions from either IBM or Apple that will be a great advantage to students," he said.
There are a thousand and one details to be worked out, Brown said.
It is facts such as this that are of concern to Kenneth Hoglund, a professor of religion. He said he feels a sense of frustration that nobody seems to John said he thinks computers could be used everywhere .. At the same time, he said, "I'm desperately looking for a reason why having a standardized machine is a good thing.'' · freshmen or sophomores.
. · · · of the day. Students were again in-. , Attendance at the Speak Out was vi ted to tie ribbons on the Quad in : . i"~!.!ired for pledges this year as part n!membnince of rape victims at the ; . . . , . ~f.O,Ceek 10_1, <,i series ~f four pro-.. end the pri:Jgi:~ Tru;;t nighf. .
T,echn 9 logy tors in the future," he said. ''Rjghtnowwe
. ~s that auns to educate over 400 Twenty student!) attended order fpr teleconferencing to worJ<. dne a lecture on the movie based on his expeco~tinue to be a part of pledge .edu-he was disappointed with the attenobstacle standing in the way of the idea is riencesln Cambodia: The Killing Fields. , .~a~o.n, .
· . . dance at the ·Dating, Gani.e, but. the rrioney: · .
• . _ · ~ · ·: · . Schan~rg would not come to campus, ; ·~ "It'sreally important that students fonnat of the program was benefi-· "It's not cheap to do," Bayiiff'sirid. but he was willing to talk via satellite. _ h!l~~ an opportUnity to hear this. We cial and enjoyable for those who did "We're talking about several tens of thou-. King said he thought the lecture went live in this community, and it seems attend. PREP AR gave away free sands of dollars worth of equipment.'' well . . . pe~ceful, but we are. easily lulled dinners to the winners of the proHe also said there would have to be King gave two reasons for wanting to · _ l'!to a false sense of §ecurity ."
gram. some sort of coordinator to help in ad-set up a teleconference.
'f,~Jl~~q ,t~ ,g~dt ~pv~lye~1intheleco_nfer-pledgeofChi Omega sorority; sm\:i'!-" hiis·&oeen <!a*elled.
t .e aca em1c commumty.
-. encmg as an aca ermc too," e smd. Last week Dean Harold Holmes What there is to be learned through sent a memo to presidents of stu-involvement in student organizadent organizations requiring that tions is to be learned by doing. all expense voucher requests be This includes student control of cleared through the organizations' their group's expenditures. faculty advisers. This memo came
It is disturbing that a university not in response to any charges or which receives the majority of its suspicions of misspending by stu-operating budget from students' dent organizations, but as a result tuition payments would then not of an earlier memo, this one from trust student leaders to approprithe university's controller, Tho-'• ately spend money appropriated mas Gilsenan. J• for their organjzations. In his The letter from Gilsetlan, adr memo,Holmesistellingthepresi-
dressed to "All DepartmentS," 1s a dents of all student groups on camreminder of the CO!flmon-sensl-pus exactly that. principlesoforganizationalspend-, If the university allocates an ing. It says simply that expense amount of money for the annual reports must be approved by "de-expenses of certain organizations, partment chairs, heads, supervi;.; it follows that the officers of that sorsortheirdesignatedassistantsl": organization should then be al-P and that none of these reques~ lowed to manage that money. A should be "self approved." TheSe group that is considered worthy of requests are only reasonable.
university funds should not then Holmes, thedeanofstudentser-have to make every financial decivices, translated these instructions -sion through its faculty adviser. from Gilsenan and passed them on Holmes' officious decisionto student organizations. While his memo reads, "This procedure Gil sen an's recommendation to "all is effective immediately," in bolddepartments" only stated the obvi-face type-was made withou't the ous, Holmes' memo goes much consultation of any of the student further, requiring major changes groups to whom it was sent. This to be made in the way student disregardfortheopinionsofthose organizations pay their bills.
. affected by his_dispatch is as trollSupervisors' signatures, as re-blingasthecontentsoftheineino. quested by Gilsenan, would be When a decision like the one those of the student organization's contained in Holmes' memo is presidr.nt or treasurer. By asking made, the presidents, editors and instead that these organizations leaders of the organizations afmake every expenditure through fected should always be consulted. their adviser, Holmes is asking that Hasty decrees are certainly more every student-run organization at convenient than group discussions theuniversitybecomelessstudent-or opinion collecting, but failure run.
to consider the opinions of the Th~purposeoffaculty advisers . students affected by such .deci-.
for student grpups IS s1mp\y to., .slons.makes.cOQperatlOnbetweJ:.n.,; .. advise from the outside. Student studentleadersandadministrationleaders are to ask for advice, con-impossible. Certainly students' suit with their adviser about the needs would be better met if projects and the progress of their Holmes took more care in his deorganization or just use their ad-cision-making. viser as a sounding board. Ad visIf anyone in the administration ers should not become faculty di-shouldbeconcernedwiththeopinrectors, faculty co-presidents or, ions of students, it seems it ought as decreed by Holmes, financial to be the dean of student services. babysitters.
The newly-tapped dean of the The mission of a university is college, Paul Escott, Reynolds not to lead its students by the hand Professor of History, is becoming through their learning experience. part of an administration that too It is instead to provide the best oftenfailstoconsultstudentsabout possible resources, faculty and matters that will affect them. framework for students' education Escott is to be commended for and then to let its students learn. his plans to remain in the classThis extends to student activities room. He, like other members of as well as course work.
the administration who continue The educational value of stu-to teach, will be able to remain in dent organizations lies in the plan-touch with the needs and concerns ning, delegating, electing, orga-of the student body as his role nizi ng and deciding itself. It is not shifts from educator to that of eduenough to form an opinion and cator and a policy maker. Escott then pitch it to a faculty member. It should seek the input of students is not worthwhile to simply be whileservingasdean,andHolmes nearby when the decision is made. should follow his lead. In the discussions on this proposal that I have relationship between two quantities by drawing a attended, the issues drift randomly between ques-curve, I find it simpler to use the chalkboard than to tionsofcostandbetterwaysofusingthemoney,PC set up a computer in the classroom and input-the versus Mac networks and on and on without a clear numerical values· of. all the parameters, input the . central idea. Detailed responses to the multitude of commands to define the function, arid the coincomments on these issues only adds to the volume marids to plot it, m~ng sure that all the ciommils ofthisunproductivediscourse.Befqremoredetails . and the brackets are in the right place, All this are discussed, I think we must address one basic because the available technology cannot draw a. So, before we. discuss more details of the proa technology will be ubiquitously used if it can posed "Laptop in.every lap and network in the provide you all its power and get out of your way. woodwork," we must know if the propoSed techIt should be a technology that is so powerful that it nology is powerful enough to make its power is virtually invisible.
OLD GOLD,AND BLACK
available to us and getoutofthe way. Can we walk Considerphotocopying, a technology that is ubiq-into the classroom, tum on the network ari.d get on uitously used in education:, ~a~ .;¥,~!1 .. }'f~t lo -give,· .. ·-~~ oUr teachin~?The question is.notif a profes~or your-studenlNhe-·syll'abtls ·of your course. You m history, chellllstry, or French 1s adequately Insimply type it, go to· the photocopying machine, formed to operate the latest, networked computer. press a couple ofbuttons and you have all the copies Any university professor is capableoflearninghow you need. Your job is done. The technology has to operate a computer. made itself available to you and it was not in your
The question is whether the proposed computer way. On the other hand, when you go to the photo-network is good enough for ubiquitous use in copying machine, if you find that the display says: education or will it simply get in the way ofprofesl. Please specify the copy quality, toner and ink sors who have a job to do-which, in most cases, One possibility is for the sellers of this·new. technology (IBM, Apple or other) to establish-a. network prototype on campus and for the students and the faculty to see if this new'techtiology, though "state-of-the-art", is actually 'advanced enough for general claSSroom use. It-is . ait academic matter and should be treated as: such.
Perhaps the university could share a part of• the cost of this initial set up. The sellers have-to,· prove the technology's capability to us. They. have to first show us that it will provide its power · tous and get out of our way. Only then is it fit for • ubiquitous use in education.
. .. ..
• ' I J
Dilip Kondepudi is an associate professor·of'· chemistry.
•Jtfl! ~:1~.:J·:·:.:l.
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Human nature
Existence is neither good nor evil -it simply is. In fact, good and evil are meaningless religious tenns, just Every time I read an atheistic evo-as right and_ wrong are meaningless lutionist who uses the terms "should," -moralistic terms. The only semantic "must" or "by necessity," I am struck alternative is the language of science; by his apparent inability to. under-that is, beneficial and detrimental. stand his own position.
We cannot skirt around this diHe cannot logically say, as Mat-lemma by saying that helping others thew Gilley does, that "the primary is our reasonable imperative, for our focus of our politics should be to only reasonable response is to seek to create a ... harmony with the natural secure our own safety. Our world can earth." ("Humanity, nature must re-be no less "tooth and claw" than the connect," Feb. H)).
_

Jurassic. The only difference is that
It is this religious awareness that provides us the moral imperative to help those in need; science alone cannotaccount for this (other than to say that altruistic behavior seeks to pre" serve similar genes for future representation, but I doubt many of us would accept this scientific explanation of human compassion).
Western values
Though he told us three weeks~· ago that he is "an accomplished .·; psychologist" . who can "judge· • people, often quite accurately ", within a very short time," senior · Michael Armstrong nevertheless·-' seems to have taken too short· a time with me and my poor le'tfer-•... ("Self-delusions upset intercon~ · nected universe," Feb. 2)• He says···. thatlhave"anembarrassinglyhuge· ' dependence on classical, western,·. · and eurocentric values."
Harmony with the earth, whatever today "tooth and claw" bas been rethat means, is not intrinsically better placed by "pen and bank statement." than discord with the earth. It is only For example, Turkey is trying to better in Gilley's mind insofar as it monopolize water-ho1TW erectus allows the most people to live in rela-rnonopoUzed fruits and berries. The tive comfort. Why this is to be de-thirdworldcannotutilizeitseconomic sired, he does not say; perhaps this is advantage-Neanderthal could ·not one of his assumptions about the na-utilize its size advantage. ture ofhuman existence. In his view, We should feel as sad for the starvhowever, this is not a "religious im-ing infants of the third world who perative," nor is it a "moral impera-cannot compete in this time of ecotive." · nomic advance as we should for the Sorry, Matthew, but I see no other mastodon that could not compete in explanation, because any asstmption its world of glacial retreat.
. of imperative necessitates a right and · . Fortunately .very few people take a wrong. Implicit ih his reasoning is atheistic evolution to this, its logical . that the preservation of mankind is a extreme. We all somehow fe'el that good thing. This belief cannot be ac-we are more than a bag of chemicals. counted for by evolutionary theory We all somehow know that Jove is because humans are merely a random more. thaiui meitns by which our genes collectionofatomsniostecologically-'are-to be present in the next genera-· fit to sustain life.
. tion: -
This fundamental fact must be considered before any rational discourse on the "reconnectingofhumanity with the earth" can take place. Now, perhaps Gilley can explain that enigmatic phrase. As I understood it, he was S!lYing that world socialism and Gaiaistic Romanticism will enable humanity to release itself from the shackles of"anger, hate and other ills · of the past.'\ Please. We wouid do better to learn from what history has shown us about human shortcomings andfactorthis into our political plans. A mystical harmony withmothi:rearth is a mindless idealism even if it is to be seen as a means to an end ofhuman pain and discomfort.
The fact of the matter is, we share this earth with animals .and plants; both chemically striving-for creature comforts -our most basic common link as humans should be in our quest for meaning in what modern science tells us.is a meaningless world. OLD GoLD AND BLACK 1' HuRsoAY, FEBRL ". 23, 1995 7 , .&ce the interior structures collapse, it does not take inadequacies as opposed to running from them. But it When the man on the street starts . long for the exterior to crumble.-I held off most of the has been a long, hard and arduous journey. I still have thinking this way, you have got a : apparent damage the first year by escaping mentally ·far to ira vel.
· · country with a _one-way tic~(lt. to : through a timely excuse of "rooinmate conflict." The ood speaks in many ways, and often.says things we reactioriari politics a Ia:· V1adiniir ; truth. of the matter was, I had· developed a·-. serious· donotwanttohear.-Insteadofsaying;''Wher'eareyou, .
Zhirinovsicy. True, the Uml Moun-. personality conflict within myself; and the mother of God?" maybe we should spend our time saying, "How tain daredevil (most recently famous ; all spiritual battles was continually raging in my heart. do I get there, God?" Life. is not about remaining the for demanding sex for an interview : -I temporarily patched up my cracks that summer by same and·. the we are not called to be perpetually with an American reporter) does not · relying on friends and submerging myself in the comfortable with our faith. -, t;onscious decision to fulfill the cornriritrnent last? How many rnetamorpho~1~ties .this work than you think it should or you have contextual. Perception isreality.Itallcomes · Our families may_~ the strongest).,nflu-!i. "through tim~, work and effort. Comriii~ting,: commitment make? ·People gell_!lr~Iy can ac-, : simply grown apart from your partner, that down to interpretation. We may or may not : en,ce ~drnotiva~~}.!1:&:.ll!ise we leaprabo~t ' mean~ you have alre;tdy ~J!e it in yo-gr_}lllrid;: cept breaking a comrliltrnent Iilm>this. They "·should be acceptable, right?
be aware of all of the sources ofinfluence. : society, value,s;jlijd,'~ w()rld around us Now you must put it int(})aylion, A oommit.?-_ . can make tl:te conuil,i.tj:nent agai~. and again, I! seems the American. society can accept · Knowing yourself and others as well as · from thein frrS,t. Tiiis-e.tcultiira,~on'occi;Jis :ment must J?e strong. Ir.reqpires a foeusthat . but.~ever follow tl),roligp·tomple'tdy, '· .• divorce. Maybe a lifelong commitment to attemptingtounderstandyourmotivations . directly w(d,f~n~tly at' an:~:~~~ age.:_ goeS f~beyo~d ~t\tent;;.It~ll or may.im.pact
The second ill~lf~tio~ iovolyes_~ore than ~otheris too~uch to ask. Th~a~ov~ill~stra-is just as valuable as knowing your limita-. Through this prqcess, our per~pnilfi~~s ll;fe •. ·£1thers. How wtlht af[ect_~ern ~.Do $_eY,;l<~~VI'· one person. ~ ~!_1\~tlition of m~ll,ge does ·'·'lions may be different, but the pnnc1ple ts the tions. This takes awareness. : begi~ to learn ~4 s.~~e wi~ others: Th,e ~s~ deci~ion that cai{,o~JY~en11tdec~lien ~e~e-seems. not(~ tak~;i,_his c~trnent seriously. mitll!-~-~ts are b~ken. Afte:they are bro~en, a Throughout this walk, run, jump, spin, . media, group mtele!lf$; peers, self mter~ . IS agreement amo~ tile lplnd, heart and spmt. Here IS a srtuation ·wh~~-two people have · negative tone anses that signals the senous-rise, fall, live and die journey we call the . ests, dreams, our splntuality and imagin~~ , .. Asill~tra~ons, l~t ~s l&ok aftwo different supposedly had enoilgh;expetiences together ~ss ofthecontract. whetl}erthecommitment huiil• :t experience, it is obvious to me that . tion affect our• ~xP,f!ri¢rices. Through the-degrees Qf coll]mitnient,-~yecy,one, at sorn<:? to ~ow thatthey want t9 make a life c!)mmit: was completed or broken, there is a positive . the ends may not justify the means. The · decision-makingp~;.wemakechoices. p!lintoraribther.in.theirlife~;J;llakesacommit-mertt to each other. If'any~·social cbanges effect that comes into play.
joarnev itself proves to be the rewarding Making decisiorts)ritiy'or :may not include_. rnent 'to improVe them~elves. rrus commit-~ould be improved within American society, Regat'dless· of the outcome, by putting experience. Communicate. Awareness is oth~rs,DMaldng the.declsion to co~t is ment inay be·-a welghttralnlng program, at-I would 'vote for a ctlange•in the attitude· thought and feeling into action, we grow thekeytoperceivingthernethodofputting.
taking the decision process to another level. tempting to quit smoking, or a new diet. This towards marriage. personally. We reinforee or alter our identity. thought and feeling into action.
,, r
Fortben'lucb-heralded ~global vii-position implied in such· a statement. matter. However, the statement still
(1n her defense, I will say that Of-campus aren't a major concern.
'
Deplorable acts
: lage" to be truly "global," someone Likewise, Mr. Armstrong wants waits to be refuted, while several ficer Johnson did spray in a particuPit Jams are going to be replaced : in.South-Arnerica, if not our previ-to transcend th'e aged traditions-of professors, in . due response ta lar area, unlike the other officers by ·~ymJams," parties to beheld in ously mentioned fanner, will have to his culture, even to the pointofbeing Mr.Armstrong's threats, creep
The longer! stay here at the uni-who sprayed theentirePitwhilethey thelqiWergymintheReynoldsGym~ . be-qoqked into the "infonnation su-embarrassed by those who do not, around campus in bulletproof vests. versity, the more bitter I become. joked to each other ai:Jout how well nasiurn. Well, excuse me for not · perl)ighway" or some other form of while I -am condemned to hobble Finally, regarding the matter of a Believe me when I tell you May 15 they can clear a room.) There needs getting excited. First. of, all, these · tec,hnology that shortens the distances around, cursed by my particularity. personal attack: I do not know how will not get here soon enough. After to be some type of race sensitivity Gym Jams won't begin until the-fall : between distant places.
Whether he rose to this position sub one can divorce a thinker from his· reading several articles written in the training that all campus officers semester. But most importantly, no '· Or-; one could note the McDonald's specie aeternitatis (please -for-thoughts. If my statements seem to past few weeks concerning the Pit should be required to complete. The problem is being addressed. It's sim-: in B)ldapest, which does play its role give the Latin) has, admittedly, been be merely inane name-calling in an Jam that ended with innocent people fact of the matter is that what the ply moving the problem from the Pit · in the '·'international economic corn-called into question.
attempt to get attention, perhaps Mr. being sprayed with pepper spray and officers perceived to be a "danger-to the gym. Until Campus Police go : municy," but could not exactly be· Moreover, it looks as if Mr. Annstrong should think more about · Ken Zick's (the vice president for ous" situation wasn't, at least it through race sensitivity training, : sai4.to.be furthering Hungary's cui-Armstrong is painting me as a lover why I used the names I did. student life and instructional re-wasn't until the pepper spray was who's to say the now infamous pep-: tur~ b.eritage. The "global-village," of the Greeks, one with faith in the They were attempts to-describe sources) letter about a black student emitted into the air. Asaresultofthis per spray incident won't happen · I dare say, is o!lly an imagined pos-rationality .of science, a denier of the lofty position necessary for one receiving a letter-from a coward who pepper spray incident, Pit Jams are again ?To the student who received a : sibilicy for·those with technology in moral or ethical biases in anything. to know, honestly, the many things wasn't woman enough to confront now a thing of the past My question letter from another student who ex-:their hflllds.lt is not a r~ty,.much This is indeed reading in a good bit. that Senior John Parker claimed to her about joining a predominately is what are black students and orga-pressed her feelings about not want-. · less-even a possible dream; for our Now, perhaps I should have been know. ("Random thoughts on mean-white sorority, I decided. it was time nizations to do now? Because there ing a black sorority sister, I am really : Souin American fanner. Thus it is a warned, for Mr. Armstrong did say ingfullife," Feb. 2). I should add that for me to speak out on how I feel are no more Pit Jams, black students sorry. It's amazing that something : bit odd when Mr. Armstrong says, in his column three weeks ago, "I am Mr. Parker' squestions (for example, about race relations at Wake.
don't have a social outlet that was like this could happen in 1995'on·a . ''th~. ;'Global Village' is happening, a god. I can change the truth." It is "Do you know the difference be-I am a member of Delta Sigma once available to them. Also, Pit campus supposedly filled with some · and.-,v~ cannot stop it, nor should difficult, I admit, to be in debate with tweenmaki.ngloveandplainol' sex? Theta Sorority, the sorority that held Jams were major fundraisers for the of America's best and brightest. AI.
we;,'.' yet is much concerned that one a god, much less with one who hears . Does your partner?") did not exactly the party which ended in· several black organizations on campus. though I personally had no desire to : not be ,"eurocentric" or "western." what he wants. refrain from the personal: Moreover, campus officers unnecessarily sprayNow that we no longer have them, join a white sorority, people are en-· Furthermore, regarding Olympian Nevertheless, it still remains to be I do not know what in my letter could ing a crowd of students and campus how are the black sororities and fra-titled to seek membership in what-· declarations and omniscjence: I sim-demonstrated how my statements have gotten me much attention.
visitors with pepper spray. How any-ternities going to fund their campus ever organization they choose. So : ply regard statements ab;out the "next could be taken to the extremes that Besides, there are many easier one can ju!ltify. this happening is to-and community service projects? why isn't this the case at Wake? : millennium" as more than a human Mr. Annstrongprofesses. If the truth ways of achieving that~ if it is one's tally beyond my comprehension. (For those of you who don't know, When are we going to wake up? : bemg \s capable of making.· be known, I think the technological goal.lhave been told, though I dare .. What really surprises me is that it all black Greek organizations are We need to stop thinking of race and · Or. when someone says that "we extension of science can sometimes not say who told me for fear that he seems the administration is missing community service oriented. Social race relations as taboo and deal with : are III}gered and offended easily ... be the death knell for morals. I took too might be shot, that one who says, the issue here. This was clearly an activities and beer -gtlzzling aren't the issues that are plaguing our cam-. because of, laws and societal rules the claim that the Greeks "first began "I am a god . :. I can change the truth" issue of race discrimination.
our sole reasons for existence.) The pus. Only then can we eliminate the . that are ingrained in our minds and what we know as science as well as -indeed, such a one can in no way Of course. Campus Police denies administration has failed to address stereotypes, prejudices and miscon-: frameour values," I wantto know by the very concept of 'nature'" as com-fail to get much attention.
· items. He had no furni~. except a $10 bed he purr;h~ed from his roomate duringgraduate school.
Mullen said he met with the head of the history department Steph Goldstein MuiJen will continue teaching history after he resigns as dean.
Mullen said Stroupe, the department chairmen, took time out of his schedule to get a truck and drive Mullen downtown to piCk up~ his bed. Mullen said Stroupe then heliJtid !rim to carry the bed up five flights of stairs to his apartment ·fieshinen) who seem to devote their best race and culture, a bus tour to New York effort and ingenuity to finding the path with someone whose political notions of least academic resistance. They see in seemed absurd until explained in depth, At Emory, he specialized in European diplomatic history studied and researched for one year in London.
have ever known."
Other colleages expressed a genuine respect for Mullen. every 'free cut' a reason to celebrate. the reactmg of a novel ~ith whose hero The extent of their effort in a given one could closely identify despite his course is rigorously restricted to 'minibeing 'suckled in a creed outworn~-Mullen began teaching history at the university in 1957, just two years after the university moved to the present campus. M ullen said much of his work involves interviewing applicants for faculty positions, one of the main responsibilities of the dean. "I don't think many professors at other universities would have done that. People at mum.requirements.' ... The only motive such experiences probably occur more of such 'students,' apparently, is to frequently arid strike us with more obtain a degree, if indeed they are kept telling force in the college years than at in college by anything but inertia.
any other time of our lives."
He became dean of the college after thendean Edwin G. Wilson became provost Mullen has continued to teach history since he became dean in 1968. After Mullen's retirement as dean this spring, Mullen said he will return to London for a year to work After a 30 minute session with the applicant, Mullen said he must decide if he · thinks the applicant has the credentials to be a professor at the univesity. . Wake Forest care," he said. · The year 1968, when Mullen was :. . appointed dean, was a year of many changes within tbe university's administration, as the president, the provost, and several other deans resigned tbeir P?Sitions Escott brings to deanship extensive research, organization skills BY MARK STEWART HAYES lNSIGIIT Eut roR P au! D. Escott, Reynolds professor of history, said he remembers the from the beginning decided to look within 'the faculty to replace Mullen.
Describing his impression of the search for a new dean, Escott said, recognition, the university has also continued to espouse the "teacherscholar" ideaL
The ideal is based upon the premise that the more research a professor does, the disappointment he felt back in 1974, the year he finished his graduate studies at Duke University, when the job market for professors bottomed out "When you've had one person in the role of the deanship for 27 years it will obviously be a fairly strong change, even if not intentionally. The dean will come in with different ways of better he knows his subject and can teach it. By choosing Escott as dean, the university has made a powerful commitment to that ideaL Though he did not gef a job at the University of Guam, one of several positions he applied for, .accomplishing things." ) i
While maintainEscott said he was ' .,.
lucky to be hired at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. "Only three of us were able to get jobs that year by graduation, so I · was very fortunate," Escott said.
T his summer, Thomas Mullen, dean of the college and professor of history, will resign as dean, a position he has held for 27 years. Escott will take his place, ending a _long search for someone to replace Mullen.
The announcement marks just one of many changes that have occurred over the past few years and under the leadership of Thomas K. Hearn Jr., president of the university since 1984 .. Perhaps in recognition of the magnitude of these changes, and the anxiety so often accompanying rapid change, university officials ~ I J. Howell Smith Chainnan, department of history ing a full teaching load, Escott's national reputation as a historian has continued to grow. "Some people probably thought the institution was having enough change and maybe ought to look for more continuity."
Escott said since he has taught at the university since 1988, he will be familiar with the "institutional values" of the university.
Because he will be a liaison between the administration, faculty and students, Escott said he plans to follow Mullen's example by teaching at least one class a semester. Escott said this will help him to stay current with the needs of the faculty and the students.
"I think this reflects that (the administration) wants the faculty, and I want the faculty, to feel included in the administrative process and to feel they are a part of it," Escott said.
As the university has struggled to receive national prominence and His vita includes of long list of works published, such as authoring or coauthoring six books, editing five books, and writing numerous articles in publications and books such as the Journal of Southern History and the North Carolina Historical Review. E scott's ability to balance those tasks certainly played a role in his being named dean. David Brown, provost of the university, said a "key factor (of Escott's being named dean) was his strong scholarship .... " J. Howell Smith, a professor of history and the chairman of the history department, said Escott has maintained his heavy teaching load and national reputation as a historian because he is a well organized and disciplined man.
Smith also said Escott has a passion for research, such as when he became the first historian to discover the state of North Carolina drafted soldiers during the Civil War. Speaking of the rapid turnover in leadership the university has experienced, Smith said, "Their departures mean that the continuation of excellence in their style of quality that they represented will be dependent on how well they convince their successors of the values of their qualities." · Though the "old school" is so often immortalized on campus, Smith pointed out there have always been some tensions in the administration of the university, such as during the years of integration. "When you've had one person in the role of the deanship for 27 years and students," Escott said.
In this respect, Escott comes to tbe job with experience gained by working on the program planning committee.
The PPC's initial release of ideas for the educational direction of the university included many controversial ideas, such as increasing class sizes.
The final report recently released, however, has been much better received and recommits the university to the goals of maintaining strong faculty and student relationship and small class sizes.
Since these changes also will require significant tuition hikes, Escott said the university remains committed to the principle of admitting students "regardless of perspectives and hear their ideas," Escott said. "I think students have a lot of ideas that could strengthen . He has taught here for six yea,rS. · Popular courses he teaches include classes on the· Civil : War and Reconstiuc+ it will obviously be a fairly strong change, even if not intentionally," Smith said. "The dean will come in with different ways of accomplishing things." "I plan to consult students on a lot of things. I want to get their perspectives and hear their ideas. I think students have a lot of ideas that tion, southern history, and other Am~nc;m : history classes: , . Though Escott-. · conceded he will-be ; teaching and nisearcl;lAs dean, Escott will be responsible for could strenthen our planning." ing less he said he ~ Paul D. Escott hopes to set aside Reynolds professor of history some time fO-\: iJ~Ing : many different aspects of university adminis----------------------an historian. · · , tration, including being involved in recruiting, hiring, and evaluation of faculty, being involved in various student life and education committees, and supervising university budgets and faculty salaries.
"The dean must an advocate for the educational needs of our faculty his or her ability to pay." Escott said he hopes many of the ideas of the PPC report are eventually are implemented by the university, though he said he will continue to solicit student input.
"I plan ·to consult :;tudents on a lot of things, I want to get their "It's important for; me personally that! keep trying. I: want to see myself as a historian, ; not just an 'administrator' ,"he sai(l.
Escott said he became very , interested in history in his juqior : year of high school, and decided t<) become a professor while ip-.. college. cially strong performances, Coleman nant and. martyred woman into a cap-. '·· •.,,J)le. pJay fqcuses on Marlene, a presents three 'Very distinct charac-. tivating crowd~pleaser, and her.por-. ,.J~ri~shwomanwhohasjustbeenpro-ters, ranging from the delightfully trayal of the stolid Louise contrasts ·· mqt~ to the head pOsition at the Top eccentric Isabella Bird to Marlene's well with the other office women. Girls Employment !Lgeocy. pathetically frustrated sister, Joyce. Grant makes excellent use of facial · · ·To· celebrate; she invites famous Her portrayal of Joyce is especially expressions and body language in her · · wonien from art, history and litera-skilled, given her ability to command silent role of the waitress. Later, she is ' , .. • Jure to dinner but soon .finds herself audience reactions of disgust at first convincing as the child, Kit, and dis-·• .. : frpstratedbytheirvariousmethodsof and later, sympathy, as they begin to plays excellent comic timing as a .
•. ~aping from patriarchal societies. understand her plight. young woman trying to lie her way .~arlene, by contrast, has successTischleralmoststealsthefirstscene into a job. . . fullyassimilated herselfinto the mod-as the grunting and piggish Viking As Marlene, junior April Arden is · ·· "'e'ni male-dominate4 business world, Dull Gret, yet _is equally· believable · very successful in portraying the de-... ,,'· ·and the rest of the play~ full of scenes later as Joyce's daughter, Angie. With terrnined, driven career· woman who , · from the office and flashbacks, pre-just the right combination of childish-has asserted herself in the male-domi·v· .. ~nts the choices ·and deeisions she ·ness and understanding, Tischlerpor-nated business world.
. ·Jias.had to make, . trays the slow girl with instincts that Arden delivers her lines with ag-. . . lJ!e play climaxes with the con-all is not well in her family.
gressive precision aJ,ld makes effec-.. · frontation between Marlene and her Juniors Becky Childress and Tara tive use of her glare and authorita. sister, revealing the most disturbing Sparks are somewhat constrained by body language. However, she is son'iif· "choice that Marlene has had to make their demure characters and lack of what unconvincing as one who has · ·iri Order to 'pursue her career.
stage time in the chaotic dialogue of had to make difficult choices con-<· Technical director Jonathan the first scene, but both rise to admi-. cerning.herfamily life. · ·.Christman's set design ·is appropri-rable heightS later.
Iri light of the harsh treatment that . · . , ,a~ly: simple and functional, keeping
Childress switches from the mousy, . the other characters sufferatMarlene's ~ . ·, <\tte}ltion on the dialogue of the show nervous Jeanine to the cigare.tte~tout-hands, Arden's closing performance · · ·a:n~. ·providing for turntable scene ing, bitchy Nell with remarkable ease .. is less than adequate in convincing 'changes that keep the show moving. Sparks, as he~ office ~;ohort Win, hu-the audience that she has had the The costumes, designed by Ka~n morously presents a woman who is · slightest bit of remorse in leaving her • '~, Grillo, show tremendous attention to perhaps not~ classy and successful daughter behind, · · ··.detail in their mirroring of a number as the others; her blunt expression of · Her emotionallxeakdown and her offers to take Angie back do not ring true and, as such, Marlene comes across as somewhat condemnable in a play that does not seek to make a judgment about her. . Perhaps one reason this happens is because the production seems to stay at one quick pace until the final scene. Certainly, this is necessary in the opening scene, but perhaps more effective timing throughout therestofthe show would allow for a more realistic, emotional portray~! of Marlene and the people with whom she deals.
· The rapid-fire dialogue in scenes that are already quick-paced set Marlene up as a one-dimensional person wh,o has little sympathy for,anyone else; certainly, she has made a decision, but we are never given any indication that there were other considerations outside of herself . Given the very natural and believable portrayals of Joyce and Angie, the audience is almost predisposed to look down on Marlene.
Interpretive questions aside, however, the University Theatre's production of Top Girls makes for a great evening of solid theatrical work. The cast and crew are to be commended for their work on this challenging, modern and thought-provoking play. practice their own brand · of activism. Disabling huge Caterpillar bulldozers and setting fire to monstrous dump trucks are all the ingredients for a militant cult classic.
Top Girls
While admittedly not his best writing, the novel's influence was felt by many and became manifest in the charter of Earth First! This radical environmental protection group practices spikingtrees •. ~abotaging earth-moving machinery and generally breaking lots of stuff in the defense of Nature.
While it is now not politically correct to condone or indulge in these practices, one must admit that this brand of deviltry can be an effective means of venting frustration as well as for the alternative fulflllment of one's higher principles (unless you happen to own one of those expensive yellow machines).
Many mainstream environmental organizations have distanced themselves from these extremists, but one must recognize the powerful.inf)uence:Ahbe.)'.~~. writing must•have had to inspire caring indiYiduals .to cut down billboards, pull up survey stakes and commit other felonious acts punishable by fine, imprisonment or exc()mmunication by one's contemporaries. It takes a lot of guts to go against the grain, anq this is what Abbey lived, wrote and inspired. · Though Abbey was certainly not the busy man about town, one cannot dismiss his writings as reJlresentative of some weirdo hippie freak. He was a social worker in New York. City. lfe was an English professor and a military policeman.
Taking a look at The Fool's Progress, a largely autobiographical work, one sees the vast range of his life: the contrast between his experience in the arid west and his roots on a Pennsylvanian farm.
Abbey tried on lots of different shoes, but the pair that felt best were for walking through the sand, sun and sky above and nothing ahead but·miles of exploration.
I doubt if Ed would have sought to be .. remembered·as the one responsible forradical environmentalism or the prophet of industrial tourism in America's national parks. Most probably he wouldn't have cared one way or the other, and I hope I have done him justice in this respect. His 62 years were not spent fruitlessly.
What he left was the inspiration for others-the inspiration to live naturally, eat meat without fear and hunt and dance like a pagan around a fire under the clear desert night sky.
The Dean Hamilton Blues Explosion?
Local band Running From Anna, from left to right: sophomore John Hamilton, Jeff Reinhardt, Joe Tappe and Randy Johnson (both Class of '93), and Don JenRins. The primarily acoustic quintet will be playing 9:30p.m. Wednesday at Ziggy's. William Hamilton, an associate dean of the college, is also scheduled to take the stage, banjo at the ready. Cover charge will be $5 or $3 with a student identification. For more information call 748-1064. - --------------------------------------~mollimoo~--------------~---------..-.-.-- : Students and 5taff receive a : : 10% discount with valid ID :
Contest to showcase musical talent
EXP.,teSShi grap cs .. .ranked. team in the count:zy;Jn: ~··:· ~~tin~ the_ball·outand runmng m · the·secpnd time Ih a ro\V, has done an, .tively quiet.
because we're in the top 10 and we're ~aeons wrapped up their the first round of the event. tr:msttion,; getting a cowple of easy excelle~t job there." · The Tech duo shot a combined three-still not playing our best basketball." ::
•. ..
•t·" . ~e sec?nd game featured another frames for the Hawks, giving up a run slam. From there they still did not -:1 1-2 punch"ofoutstallding pitching and on two hits, while sophomore Michael ~ease the assault, scoring two more in ~ all-out hitti,ng as the Deacons com-Holmes allowed the first run for a 'lbe sixth, three in the seventh and two .;:
. pleted the sweep with a 1'0-1 trounc-Deacon opponent while pitching the m the eighth. Offensively, the Deacons poured · · ness plagued Spicer, as he allowed on plenty of support in case the pitch-three walks in 2-2/3 innings before ing was rusty, picking up two runs in being lifted in favor of Wayne Gray.
Gray clo~ed out,the third, but was touche~ up lor the final tw() Deacon runs. Chris· Ferrante came on and pitched·a: scoreless sixth' to keep the damage' to a minimum.
Junior ~ai~, !'-l4wec aid~d the attack by gomg two-for -two With a walk and a run batted in. Senior Andrew Johnson collected a double and two ing of the Hawks:
seventh. Atkins (2-0) got the win despite ::: JuniorBobbyRodgersheldUMES Yesterday'smatchupwiththeWild-going just one inning, walking two ·~· , ·scoreless in four innings of work, cats once again featured solid pitch-without giving up a run. DePaula fol-:allowingjust two hits. while mowing ingandrelentlesshitting, with Kramer lowed with a scoreless second, and 1:
. down seven. Rodgers also walked two providing the muscle at the plate while freshman Mark Seaver made his de-•. battersbeforegivingwaytofreshman seven pitchers combined to give the but with two innngs, allowing the i:
\BriaJ1 Kuklick in the fifth.
fine effort off the mound. lone Wildcat run.
•· .Kuklick fanned three batters in two
The Deacons scored in every inSophomore Mike Ramseyer went ~: The Deacons did not coast with the two-for-two with a pair of runs and the only player with two RBis.
cozy 8-1 margin, though, as Kramer three RBis. Moody also had his first The win moved Rodgers to 1 -0, once again spurred the offense when homer.
12 OI.D GouJ AND BLACK THURSDAY, FEBRUARY23,1995   ------------~~---------------------------sro~----------------------------------------- Two of the most dynamic players to ever don jerseys for'the men's basketball team will have them retired by the university, according to the athletic department.
Current senior Randolph Childress' "22" and Rodney Rogers' "54" will be retired in separate ceremonies. Childress will be honored after his final regular season game March 4th when the Deacons host N.C: State. Rogers, a 1994 lottery pick of the Denver Nuggets, will most likely be recognized next year when his schedule permits it.
"This is a very proud and gratifying occasion," said Head Coach Dave Odom. "There is no greater honor that a university can bestow on a studentathlete, and no two young men more deserving. Randolph and Rodney have, each in their own way, made a unique impact both on our basketball program and our university. They have represented us as special players on the court and as special people in every way. I am exceedingly happy for each of them and their families."
• Rutland honored for week Rutland led all scorers against the Terps with 19 points and added another 12 versus the Yellow Jackets. He shot 47 percent from the floor, 44 percent from three and 81 percent from the free throw line.
• Childress moves up in records With his 18 points against Clemson last night senior Randolph Childress moved into fifth place in the Deacon all-time career scoring list.
He passes Charlie Davis who scored 1,970 points in his career. Childress, who has 1,977 points alltime, next hopes to catch Rod Griffin who holds fourth place with 1,985. Childress is likely to surpass the 2,000 point mark before he ends his career.
• Duncan takes lOth place in ACC Although a 72-57 defeat is often hard to justify it can definitely be noted that the officials were not as attentive as the Demon Deacons had hoped Saturday afternoon against Clemson at Littlejohn Coliseum.
After gaining control of the tip-off Clemson drove the ball down the court in an effort to score but came up short after the defensive tactics rendered by the Demon Deacons.
Sophomore Tracy Connor jammed it in for two which produced the first points of the game. Soon an aggravated Clemson squad stole the ball, scored, and also managed to draw the foul.
The first half proved to be a very evenly distributed game. Both teams played on an equal level and balanced one another otiensi vely and defensively-thus the close halftime score of 32-30.
As usual the Demon Deacons led Clemson by two at halftime, only to crumble during the last 20 minutes of the contest.
With 15:07 remaining on the scoreboard Connor scored on an assist from sophomore RaeAnna Mulholland which decreased the Clemson lead to 41-36.
For the next four minutes the Demon Deacons were not able to successfully score a basket, allowing Clemson to open up a 45-36 lead.
With only 11 minutes remaining in the game, Head Coach Karen Freeman fiercely called a time-out in attempts to correct the careless job of the Deacons.
As expected when Freeman talks everyone listens. Soon afterward the Deacons regained their confidence and put an end to the dry spell.
With 9:16left on the board they tightened the Clemson lead to 49-43.
Unfortunately the Demon Deacons made one too many bad judgement calls, did a poor job of rebounding, and came up short for one too many shots.
In addition to the chaos on the court the Demon Deacon bench was given a technical foul for what was considered inappropriate behavior by the team.
Bv TYCELY WILLIAMS
Ow GOLD AND BLACK REPoRTER
Just when everything appeared to be coming up roses the Demon Deacons found trouble in paradise Feb. 16 at Joel Coliseum against the Blue Devils of Duke.
The contest concluded with a dreaded 78-66 loss for the Demon Deacons to one their most competetive in-state rivals.
The Deacons started the game with an admirable amount of energy and a renewed sense of optimism. It appeared as if the Deacons were ready to lay the Blue Devils to shame during their second television appearence of the year.
Halfway through the opening 20 minutes it appeared as if both teams were working on one another and were running low on fuel.
When out of nowhere junior Gretchen Hollifield launched two consecutive three-pointers to tie the game 23-23 at 5:05.
With five minutes remaining in the half the Deacons attacked the Blue Devils with an incredible display of offensive genius. The first half ended with the Demon Deacons ahead by one.
Sophomore RaeAnna Mulholland led the first half scorers with 11 points followed by sophomore Tracy Connor's six.
The Demon Deacons entered the second half as a different squad, as one that allowed the Blue Devils to take away every hope they had of winning.
With Another agent in the Deacon loss was the absence of freshman Matt Guyaux, who suffers from mononucleosis. Guyaux, who plays third singles and first doubles, is expected to return around spring break. "His return will help us return to the anticipated strength of lineup which our ranking is based upon," Crookenden said. The Deacons' current IT A ranking is 50th.
Hosie, 6-3, 5-7, 7-6, was the sole victor for the Deacons in singles while Chou and Osswald combined to win 8-1 in a doubles match. The setback did not mar Crookenden' s enthusiasm towards the team's efforts. "I have no complaints about the effo~ and quality at this stage of this season," he said.
The Deacons resume play Friday at home against regional opponent Virginia Tech. Sunday, Vanderbilt will visit the Deacons, once again at home.
The matches are expected to be played on the outdoor courts. In the event of rain, the matches will be played indoors at the Tennis Center. Stands will be provided for spectators.
•Baseball 
